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Notes 

1.1 – Week One: Definitions 

Muthos (anc. Greek) – “word; speech; talk; conversation” 

→ Can also mean “a tale; a story” 

→ English “myth” derives from muthos 

→ For most ancient Greek nouns ending in “-os” the plural ends in “-oi” e.g. muthoi = 

stories 

Logos (anc. Greek) – “word; expression of thought; discourse” 

→ Also: “thought, reason” or “discussion, talking” 

→ English suffix “-ology” derives from logos 

→ Hence “mythology” derives from muthos and logos combined 

Historia (Latin noun) – “a story; narrative” 

→ Also: “an investigation; research” 

→ Specifically, “narrative account of the past” 

→ Related: English “history” (though Latin word is used in wider contexts) 

Fabula – “talk; conversation; story; a play” 

→ Specifically, “fictitious story” 

→ Related: English “fable and fabulous”  

Ara Maxima (Latin; sacred site in Rome) – greatest altar 

→ Was an altar in Forum Boarium area of Rome 

→ Said to have been founded by Evander in celebration of Hercules’s defeat of Cacus 

Hercules – son of Zeus and mortal woman, Alcmene 

→ Key sources: Diodorus Siculus “Library of History” (Books 3-8); Livy, “Ab Vrbe 

Condita” (1.7) 

→ Hercules is Roman name; Greek version is Heracles (they are the same mythic hero; 

sometimes Herakles) 

Geryon – a monster whom Hercules defeats, while stealing the cattle Geryon owns 

→ Described as “three-bodied” (sometimes heads) 

→ Conjoined bodies described as human-form (albeit giant) 

→ Inhabits an island, Erytheia, far-west Med. 

Cacus – a bandit who inhabits a cave in the Palatine Hill at the site that will become Rome 

→ Described as big, strong, brutish human (Livy); or huge, monstrous, fire-breathing 

giant 

→ Son of god, Vulcan (Virgil, Aeneid 8.184-305) 

→ Killed by Hercules 

→ Name “Cacus” derives from ancient Greek “Kakos” meaning “bad” 

Evander – In Roman myth, was King of settlement of Pallanteum generations before 

founding of Rome 

→ Evander and his people are migrants of Arcadia in Greece 

→ Name derives from 2 ancient Greek words: the prefix ‘eu’ (good/well) and ‘aner’ 

(meaning ‘man’) 

 

1.2  - People 



Livy & Ab Vrbe Condita – Livy is the English version of Titus Livius 

→ Roman historian who wrote a multi-volume work on Roman history from the 

foundation of the city to his own time 

→ Birth/death unknown dates 

→ Possibly born 59 BCE; died 17CE 

→ First books likely published around 27-26BCE 

→ The entire multi-volume history work consisted of 142 volumes; only 35 survive 

today  

SCHOLARS: 

Georges Dumezil – 1898 – 1986 

→ French scholar who developed a comparative approach to interpretation of mythology 

of the Indo-European language group 

→ Most important works = “Archaic Roman Religion”; “Camillus…”; “Littleton” 

James G. Frazer – 1854 – 1951 

→ Influential British scholar of comparative myth and religion; worked at Trinity 

college, Cambridge  

→ Knighted in 1914 

→ Works: The Golden Bough 

Jane Ellen Harrison – 1850 – 1928 

→ British scholar of comparative myth and religion; Cambridge 

→ Was a founder of the so-called Cambridge school of myth-ritual studies (like Frazer) 

→ 1903: “Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion” 

Sigmund Freud – 1856 – 1939 

→ Austrian founder of psychoanalysis  

→ Drew upon classical myth extensively  

→ “Totem and Taboo”; “Moses and Monotheism” 

Carl Jung – 1875 – 1961 

→ Swiss psychiatrist and psychologist who developed concepts of “collective 

unconscious” and “archetypes” as models of understanding mythology 

→ “The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious”  

Claude Levi-Strauss – 1908 – 2009 

→ French anthropologist associated with the development of the Structuralist approach 

and of structuralist anthropology 

→ “The Structural Study of Myth”; “Myth and Meaning” 

 
1.3 - Story of Hercules and Cacus  

o Hercules stole Cacus’ cattle 

o Decided to sleep after travelling, by a river, near a mountain; grazed the cattle 

o In the area was a giant bandit (Cacus); spotted the cattle and steals the prize cattle 

o To trick Hercules, the giant dragged the cattle backward by the tail into his cave, 

hidden in the hill 

o Hercules searches for the cattle; comes upon hoofprints but they lead back to the same 

spot; hears lowing; finds entrance of the cave 

o Hercules kills Cacus; the farmers thank him, and are so grateful to the hero that they 

create a celebration for Hercules in his honour  

o This story is based on Livy’s account* 

 


